New SOFR Futures Have Over-Inverted Relative to 2-year Treasury
As is often the case with new instruments—especially derivatives—pricing can get
wonky due to relatively small directional flows pushing relationships out of whack.
Back-month SOFR futures, specifically SFRH1 (Mar’21 3mo SOFR on CME), have
outperformed September’19 2-year futures (TUU9). The overshoot in the
relationship peaked last Monday (6/3)—along with the peak of inversion on the
front-end of the yield curve.
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I am speaking my position here: I like owning the curve from the nose to Sep’20,
then dv’01-neural shorts from Mar’21 thru Mar’22.
Many of the trades we can implement in ED$ futures are not do-able in SOFR; yet.
But there is activity and open interest out to Jun’21 in 3mo SOFR futures.
What’s so great about buying 2yrT-futs? Why not just put on SOFR:SOFR or ED$:ED$ spreads?
It’s RARE when a CONVEX instrument can be bought, and a NON-CONVEX instrument can be sold, without
significant negative carry. After all, the cost of carry should be equal to the option value of convexity. TYPICALLY,
LONG OPTIONS HAVE AN UPFRONT COST AND DECAY. Buying 2yr Treasury (convex) and shorting SOFR futures
(non-convex), gets you the long option/convexity. The same trade may be made using ERIS 2yr vs ED$s. The
peak of the curve inversion should defray most/all negative carry. Here’s how the Treasury/SOFR &
SwapFut/ED$ curve has moved:

LITU19 Eris 2y Swap Futures at 1.82% vs. EDH1 at 1.665% → Inverted 15.5 bps
TUU9 CTD YTM at Delivery 1.69% vs SFRH1 at 1.445% → Inverted 24.5 bps
So, I think SEP’21 SOFR is rich to TUU9 by at least 5bps and perhaps as much as the full 9bps.
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DISCLAIMER:
This material has been prepared by a sales or trading employee or agent of R.J. O’Brien and
is, or is in the nature of, a solicitation. This material is not a research report prepared by R.J.
O’Brien’s Research Department. By accepting this communication, you agree that you are
an experienced user of the futures markets, capable of making independent trading
decisions, and agree that you are not, and will not, rely solely on this communication in
making trading decisions.
DISTRIBUTION IN SOME JURISDICTIONS MAY BE PROHIBITED OR RESTRICTED BY
LAW. PERSONS IN POSSESSION OF THIS COMMUNICATION INDIRECTLY SHOULD INFORM
THEMSELVES ABOUT AND OBSERVE ANY SUCH PROHIBITION OR RESTRICTIONS. TO THE
EXTENT THAT YOU HAVE RECEIVED THIS COMMUNICATION INDIRECTLY AND
SOLICITATIONS ARE PROHIBITED IN YOUR JURISDICTION WITHOUT REGISTRATION, THE
MARKET COMMENTARY IN THIS COMMUNICATION SHOULD NOT BE CONSIDERED A
SOLICITATION.
The risk of loss in trading futures and/or options is substantial and each investor and/or
trader must consider whether this is a suitable investment. Past performance, whether
actual or indicated by simulated historical tests of strategies, is not indicative of future
results. Trading advice is based on information taken from trades and statistical services
and other sources that R.J. O’Brien believes are reliable. We do not guarantee that such
information is accurate or complete and it should not be relied upon as such. Trading advice
reflects our good faith judgment at a specific time and is subject to change without notice.
There is no guarantee that the advice we give will result in profitable trades.
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